INTRODUCTION
Mucinous carcinoma is a subtype of invasive ductal carcinoma, also known as colloid carcinoma. It can occurs in all age groups, representing 2 to 7% of all cancers in old age and less than 1% in young women. [1] [2] [3] WHO classification divides this tumour into three different subtypes: (i) mucinous carcinoma (ii) cystadenocarcinoma and columnar cell mucinous carcinoma and (iii) signet ring cell carcinoma. 4 
CASE REPORT
30 year old lady had noticed a lump in the left breast recently and came for further evaluation. No complains of pain, discharge or any other swelling in the same and contralateral breast. On clinical breast examination a smooth, well defined firm swelling was noticed in the left breast. USG of left breast done later showed an ovoid, well circumscribed heterogeneous mass with posterior acoustic enhancement. Few anechoic areas were seen within. No significant axillary lymphadenopathy was demonstrated either clinically or radiologically. The diagnosis of phyllodes was suspected. On excision biopsy, cut surface appeared slimy and shiny which strongly suggested that it could be a mucinous carcinoma. However this was confirmed on histopathology. Light microscopy showed atypical tumour cells with moderate to marked pleomorphism to be floating in lakes of extracellular mucin. Immunohisochemistry showed estrogen and progesterone receptor positivity (ER &PR) and human epidermal receptor (HER 2) negative. 
DISCUSSION
Mucinous tumours have variable amounts of mucin, which alters/influence the imaging appearance and prognosis prediction. Histologically they can be pure and mixed. Pure mucinous carcinomas are characterised by more than 90% of mucin cells occupying the entire mass. Mixed type contains component of invasive ductal carcinoma with extracellular mucin also known as invasive ductal carcinoma with mucinous degeneration.
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It is important to differentiate the two subtypes, as pure variety has better prognosis.
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Imaging findings
Mucinous carcinomas are part of well circumscribed malignant tumours appear as round, oval radio dense masses on X-ray mammography and diagnosed as benign lesions initially. 7 Microlobulations can occur depending upon the amount of mucin. Pure mucinous tumours typically appear as well circumscribed round or ovoid dense masses. Mixed type shows spiculated or indistinct margins with heterogenous hypoechoic appearance due to desmoplastic reaction, as seen in other types of breast cancer. Microcalcifications may be also seen. 6, 7 Ultrasound has better sensitivity for detection of mucinous carcinoma. They appear as well circumscribed, round or ovoid mixed echogenic masses with solid and cystic components. Often appear as iso to hypoechoic to fat with posterior acoustic enhancement. 8 Few of the benign tumours like phyllodes tumour and fibroadenoma have similar appearance on USG. So it is an imaging challenge to diagnose mucinous carcinoma.
MRI has higher sensitivity than mammography and USG for detection of mucinous carcinomas. Morphologically they have variable signal on T1 and hyperintense on T2 which is directly related to the amount of extracellular mucin. Mixed type appears heterogeneous on T2 weighted images. Kinetic evaluation of pure variety typically shows slow uptake in the early phase with persistent centripetal filling or plateu (type 1 or 2 kinetic curve) on delayed phase depending upon the cellularity and amount of mucin. Mixed type may show type 3 wash out kinetic curve. 6, 7 Histopathology: Core biopsy has high sensitivity than FNAC to diagnose mucinous carcinomas. However excision biopsy is required to differentiate pure and mixed types as prognosis and survival rate are different for pure and mixed types. Mucinous carcinomas are characterised by presence of cluster of cells within the extracellular mucin. The prognosis rate is better for pure mucinous carcinoma as they have slow indolent growth and metastasis of less than 15%. 9 They are mostly estrogen (ER) and progesterone (PR) receptor positive and human epidermoid growth factor HER 2 negative, which have favourable outcome. Recent studies have showed few cases of ER/PR negative and her 2 positivity and metastasis at presentation.
CONCLUSION
Mucinous carcinoma is a rare tumour in young females with imaging features mimicking the benign mass. It is important to consider it as one of the differential diagnosis if any heterogenous lobulated mass with posterior enhancement on USG is noted.
